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LOOK

Dark, refined and understated. Yet still a highlight. The 

deep, matt surface of our new locking cylinders estab-

lishes a consistent visual concept together with handle 

sets and lever handles. 



FEEL

The skin is the body’s most sensitive organ, especially the 

area around our fingertips. Every time you touch a door 

knob from our new design range, you can feel its solid 

quality and velvety texture.





A unique surface

Available in colours that match the current trend  

of dark tones for door fittings and lever handles,  

the locking cylinders and mortise locks of the new 

range become high-quality design elements in their 

own right. 

 

The visual and tactile qualities of the surfaces are 

produced by a multi-stage paint and coating process, 

Midnight Black 

Dusk Grey

Dawn Bronze

Rising Bronze

Sunset Bronze

Moonlight Silver

which we have developed in-house specifically for 

this application. It transforms the brass that we use 

to make our locking cylinders, giving them the velvety 

feel of blasted aluminium. 

The number, size and shape of the fine metal particles 

in the paint and its colour tones have been matched 

perfectly to the handle sets from leading manufacturers.



The key to even  
greater customisation

In the unicolour variant, all visible parts of the  

cylinder are painted in the desired colour.



With the bicolour variant, the cylinder plug is nickel-  

plated with a polished finish that contrasts with the  

darker, slightly rougher surroundings. Even when  

installed in high-usage areas, the polished surface is  

very resistant to wear.



Aesthetically pleasing 
and highly flexible

The look and feel of our new design range is available in 

conjunction with many of our locking solutions and also 

for our certified fire protection locks. So these functional 

elements can perfectly fit in with your building’s design 

concept.



Our electronic CES OMEGA FLEX double knob cylinders 

are also available in the new design range, combining a 

velvety feel and refined look with ultimate functionality.



One concept – many faces

unicolour

product codes

bicolour

product codes

knob

variants

Sunset Bronze
C640

Sunset Bronze
C642

Rising Bronze
C650

Rising Bronze
C652

Dawn Bronze
C660

Dawn Bronze
C662

Dusk Grey
C680

Dusk Grey
C682

Midnight Black 
C690 

Midnight Black 
C692 

Moonlight Silver
C670

Moonlight Silver
C672



darkness becomes 

a highlight



Made in Germany

C.Ed. Schulte GmbH 

Zylinderschlossfabrik

Friedrichstraße 243

D-42551 Velbert
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 look-feel@ces.eu

https://look-feel.ces.eu


